mu-1,2-peroxo diferric complex formation in horse spleen ferritin. A mixed H/L-subunit heteropolymer.
Previous kinetics studies with homopolymer ferritins (bullfrog M-chain, human H-chain and Escherichia coli bacterial ferritins) have established that a mu-1,2-peroxo diferric intermediate is formed during Fe(II) oxidation by O2 at the ferroxidase site of the protein. The present study was undertaken to determine whether such an intermediate is formed also during iron oxidation in horse spleen ferritin (HoSF), a naturally occurring heteropolymer ferritin of H and L-subunits (approximately 3.3 H-chains/HoSF), and to assess its role in the formation of the mineral core. Multi-wavelength stopped-flow spectrophotometry of the oxidative deposition of iron in HoSF demonstrated that a transient peroxo complex (lambda(max) approximately 650 nm) is produced in this protein as for other ferritins. The peroxo complex in HoSF is formed about fourfold slower than in human H-chain (HuHF) and decays more slowly (approximately threefold) as well, at an iron level of two Fe(II)/H-chain. However, as found for HuHF, a second intermediate is formed in HoSF as a decay product of the peroxo complex. Only one-third of the expected peroxo complex forms at the ferroxidase centers of HoSF when two Fe(II)/H-subunits are added to the protein, dropping to only approximately 14% when 20 Fe(II)/H-chain are added, indicating a declining role of the peroxo complex in iron deposition. In contrast to HuHF, HoSF does not enzymatically regenerate the observable peroxo complex. The kinetics of mineralization in HoSF are modeled satisfactorily by a mechanism in which the ferroxidase site rapidly produces an incipient core from a single turnover of iron, upon which subsequent Fe(II) is oxidized autocatalytically to build the Fe(O)OH(s) mineral core. This model supports a role for the L-chain in iron mineralization and helps to explain the widespread occurrence of heteropolymer ferritins in tissues of vertebrates.